
Enriching lives
how heritage can make a real difference for young people
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Yet our industrial past can be full of 
opportunities to; 

• make friends young and old,

• reflect on ourselves, 

• explore the world and find connections,

• get lost in a story, 

• develop a talent, 

• share your ideas,

• make your mark on the place where 
you live, 

• spark a life-long passion or chart a 
career path.

Young people have been on a journey 
through these opportunities hand-in-hand with 
heritage, arts and youth work organisations as 
part of Ignite Yorkshire. 

And it’s making a difference; from a small 
change in the way we see the world or 
understand those around us to creating a 
memory and sometimes even changing the 
course of a young life forever.

Heritage makes up much of the fabric of where we live, work 
and study but it is ‘invisible’ to many young people.

Less than 20% of 16-24 year olds visit and those living in more 
deprived communities or from an ethnic minority are least 
likely to explore Yorkshire’s industrial heritage1.

 
You feed off different facts and ideas about 
how things work and, and all the science 
behind it and facts. And, and all that. It’s a way 
of meeting new people and it’s also a way of 
developing more skills.
Young Museum Maker

“

”

1Proportion of young people visiting in the last year. Taking Part survey 2016-17

Ignite Yorkshire is a highly ambitious four-
year project to develop the capacity 
(skills, knowledge, expertise, resilience 
and resource) within the heritage and 
youth sectors to better engage diverse 
communities of young people (aged 14-19 and up to 
25 for SEND), out of school, with the industrial heritage of Yorkshire. 

The project is supported by National Lottery Heritage Fund Kick the Dust and it’s imaginative 
programme strives to:

Our mission for Ignite Yorkshire is to start a revolution in how Yorkshire’s industrial 
heritage is viewed, understood, enjoyed and looked after by young people. 
We take inspiration from the industrial past to develop skills for the future.

IVE is the lead organisation, Canal & River Trust is a strategic partner and delivery partners 
are; Canal Connections, National Coal Mining Museum for England, North Yorkshire Youth, 
Sheffield Industrial Museums Trust and Swinton Lock Activity Centre ;working with a range of 
other organisations such as Writing Squad, Chol Theatre and Heritage Corner.

canals, bridges, mills, industrial works,

coal mines, forges, tunnels,model villages…



By exploring the possibilities, we’re finding 
that heritage can help create: 

Space - a safe space to be yourself, space 
for conversations, space to explore, space for 
young people to grow

A feeling of belonging – helping young 
people to feel part of their local community, 
feel welcome to explore their local heritage, 
build friendships and stay connected, 
especially during transitions in their lives and 
the pandemic

A sense of achievement – which is 
particularly important for those who have not 
achieved in the formal education system

Confidence – young people are building self-
esteem and confidence in themselves but also 
cultural confidence to delve into arts, culture 
and heritage throughout the rest of their lives

Identity - much of our heritage work is 
reflective, encouraging young people to 
probe the foundations of their own identity, 
behaviour and day-to-day life and express 
themselves in new ways

New experiences - expanding horizons 
through the opportunity to visit places and 
take part in new activities young people may 
not normally get the chance to or may not 
have been aware of
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Expanded possibilities – giving young 
people lived experience of a broader range 
of career options from traditional crafts and 
the creative arts to curatorial, front of house 
and youth work career. Qualifications, 
recorded outcomes, practical skills, confidence 
all contribute towards greater employability.  
Softer outcomes are particularly important 
for disadvantaged young people’s personal 
development2

Leaders – young people are taking the lead 
in making their own decisions, bringing peers 
on-board, shaping how their local industrial 
heritage is cared for and shared 

It’s not very often that I 
get a chance to attend 
programmes that educate 
me on the forgotten and 
hidden history of people of 
colour whist simultaneously 
giving me the space to 
explore my creativity.
Young Represent Curators

”

“

Writing Squad 

creative writing workshop

Represent recruitment flyer

I started to understand what 
it means to live in a society 
where stories have been 
constructed to fit the norms. 
Not everything you hear 
is true and it was a crucial 
lesson to learn. 
Young Represent Curators

Get started (click on the links below for more information):

• Ways to meaningfully engage young people with heritage

• More on planning engagement programmes for young people

• Thinking about the level of youth participation

• Eleven more examples of engaging young people with heritage 

• Equipping young people for employment

• Helping understand your impact on young people and 
act upon insight 

Swinton Lock Lockdown Artwork

2Evaluation of the Youth Sector Development Fund: early findings(2010). GHK for the Department for Education.

Youth work is often a complex, collaborative learning journey. 
It isn’t driven by meeting targets on a spreadsheet but instead 
by making a real difference to the lives of young people; 
although the impact for individuals is hard to predict.

Ignite branding launch

...I think they didn’t necessarily 
realise that at the time. And it 
wasn’t until I think potentially we 
did do that sort of award leaving 
ceremony that they realised how 
much they had done...
Museum

”

“

Young people’s lives are a complex mix of activities, 
interactions and influences; many of which lie outside of 
the Ignite Yorkshire project. 

Approaches such as ‘outcome harvesting’ which 
collects (or harvests) evidence of what has changed (the 
outcomes) and then, working backwards, to determine 
whether and how an intervention has contributed to any 
changes observed is a useful tool for understanding what 
difference Ignite Yorkshire is making to young people.

Examples of impact on young people
and supporting quotes

Blacksmith 

workshops

So, being part of the 
museum has made me 
think about what was 
actually there before, 
before the area changed.
Young Museum Maker

”

“

”

“

…what people find when they come on 
the boat is they get a new perspective. 
So to see the environment from a different 
point of view, they see the heritage from 
a different point of view that they see 
themselves from a different point of view...
Heritage organisation

”

“

https://www.heritagefund.org.uk/blogs/ways-meaningfully-involve-young-people-heritage
https://www.nms.ac.uk/media/353536/sc-toolkit-final.pdf
https://www.nonformality.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/Participation-Models-20110703.pdf
https://www.heritagefund.org.uk/blogs/what-kick-dust
https://www.youthemployment.org.uk/dev/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/2020-YEUK-Census-Report_FINAL.pdf
https://www.youthimpact.uk/resource-hub
https://www.youthimpact.uk/resource-hub
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What’s really changing 
lives is that they had 
that experience to not 
just gain knowledge 
and skills themselves 
but to pass knowledge 
and skills on to other 
members of our group.
Museum

“

”
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Spectrum of engagement

Involved

Young people’s engagement 
is light-touch or one-off, and 
the aim is for young people to 
learn and have an enjoyable 
experience.

For example, heritage taster 
sessions such as the Banners 
and Brass mining culture day, 
heritage skills days and the 
#heritageathome Igniting 
Ideas activity pack.

Consultation

Young people are invited 
to inform and give advice 
and the goal is to gain 
young people’s input.  For 
example, young people 
have been consulted across 
the programme about 
the development of new 
interpretation, events and 
activities to help refine 
content. 

Collaboration 

Young people are part of 
the creation and design 
process and the goal is 
for young people to lead 
activities.  For example A 
Life Amongst the Diamonds 
youth arts festival at 
National Coal Mining 
Museum and developing 
the Ignite Yorkshire brand 
with the Cactus Crew youth 
group.

Co-leadership 

The goal is for deliberative 
engagement with your 
people and involvement 
in decision making.  For 
example developing Youth 
Boards at each of the 
partner organisations e.g. 
Museum Youth; the youth 
panel of Sheffield Industrial 
Museums Trust and trialling 
paid opportunities as the 
young Represent Curators.

Quality 
principles

Ensuring
a positive, 

child-centred 
experience Actively

involving
children and 

young people

Providing
a sense of 
personal

progression

Developing
a sense of 

ownership and 
belonging

Being
exciting, inspiring 

and engaging

Being
authentic

Striving for 
excellence

Partners have come together as 
a consortium to reflect on their 
practice and the programme. 

The Arts Council quality principles 
have been a useful way of better 
understanding, probing quality 

and planning ahead:

Ignite Yorkshire partners have been planning and 
delivering a pick and mix of heritage opportunities for 
young people along the spectrum of engagement:

Planning impactful heritage experiences 
 for young people



Heritage Insider are the independent evaluators for Ignite Yorkshire. A theory of change has been 
at the heart of the project since its inception and has proved useful for reflection, planning and 
evaluation. A mixed methods evaluation is helping to understand the impact of the partner’s work on 
young people, partner organisations, the sector and how we all see Yorkshire’s industrial heritage.  

This ‘think paper’ is part of a suite of four; each of which is focussed on a topic and provides 
examples of emerging outcomes as well as drawing upon big data and the wider context to help 
think about how a project such as Ignite Yorkshire can make change happen.
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And it’s important to me, 
other people who, you 
know, join the group 
because it’s a way of 
making new friends.
Young Museum Maker

”

“


